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Why Empathy Matters in a Negotiation
Empathy often holds a prominent place in

social media conversations. Many people

highlight the importance of empathy in sales,

leadership, and life. The danger in discussing

empathy as a feature of a negotiation is that

it becomes a tool. When used as a tool, trick,

or hack, empathy begins to become twisted.

Empathy can be critical structure for most human connections. And at the same

time, it is not absolutely necessary. Sometimes a pure value proposition can hold a

deal together. When there are multiple people that can solve our problems,

empathy becomes a valuable di�erentiator.

The right sort of empathy can make strong connections with people. This can

become a powerful feature of a strong agreement. But it can be your doom as a

negotiator. As �eld practitioners of negotiation, we consider the proper use of

empathy as a complex and valuable concept.

Empathy involves two or more people and an emotional connection between or

among these folks. Empathy can be viewed as the actions we use to make an

emotional connection. In this sense, empathy is a verb- something we DO. There

seem to be a few types of empathy that rise to the surface in the discussion of what

precisely it is. Remember that there is really this thing we call empathy and that here

we are just using terms and categories to understand it better*.

Types of Empathy
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 Cognitive/Intellectual Empathy: Perspective taking. Understanding the

emotional makeup of our counterparty and attempting to see the negotiation

through the other person’s eyes and articulate their feelings as the negotiation

unfolds.

  Emotional Empathy: Emotional adaptation. Feeling what the other person feels

as a method of sharing an experience.

 Compassionate Empathy: A spontaneous and strong urge to help someone

after discovering their emotional distress. The “helping” empathy.

 Sympathy: NOT empathy, but often intertwined with its close relative,

sympathy is a change in OUR emotions that is not mirroring the emotions of

someone else, but are emotions formed in reaction to theirs. Pity is the most

common. Sadness, commiseration, and grief can be other emotions of

sympathy.
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Empathy is dangerous. Every one of these forms of emotional connection present

pitfalls. Cognitive empathy might be seen as cold and clinical. Emotional and

compassionate empathy can lead to emotional contagion. Compassionate

empathy and sympathy can easily become sel�sh on the part of the

helper/sympathizer when we make it about us as we try to rescue our

counterparty.

An Empathy that Hurts

While risky, there is no denying the

reward. Cognitive empathy is a

superior way to gain insight. People

involved in complex or high-stakes

negotiations experience a “cocktail

of emotions”. This complex blend

will in�uence our counterparty’s

ability to disclose, judge, and

observe. By discovering the makeup of this cocktail and how strong the particular

components are, we make the right kind of emotional connection. Unfortunately, if

we remain 100% intellectual or clinical, the emotional connection might never come

to be. We should also demonstrate attunement to their emotional state.

Empathy becomes dangerous when we allow the negotiation to become centered

on our own emotions and needs. The worst possible emotional development in a

negotiation is emotional contagion. When we allow someone else’s emotions to

infect our own decision-making and feeling systems, we are at risk.
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If we adopt the counterparty’s same cocktail of emotions, we may cloud our own

vision and judgment. We can lose our creativity and curiosity as passion takes over.

If we treat our partner with pity or, worse, disdain, then the wrong sort of connection

may begin to form. This is an element of a WIN-WIN Trap in negotiations: the desire

to rescue our counterparty instead of protecting our own decision-making

systems.

Empathy: A Different Approach

Dan has learned as a crisis negotiator to see empathy di�erently. He treats it as a

noun, not as a verb. Empathy is the decision someone else makes about you in an

interaction. This decision is that you care about them in a genuine way.

This way of understanding empathy requires us to �nd authentic methods to send

this message of “I care” to another person so that they freely decide that it is true. If

we say it, it has little traction. When someone else decides something, it is already

part of their vision and reconciled with their emotions. Thus, it is �rmly �xed.
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Empathy and Decisions

In practice, this is a deft and nuanced approach to making a human connection.

Allan and Dan both practice it. We recommend it to all our students and that now

includes you! If you as a negotiator adopt this habit, you will:

 Resist the urge to rush to problem-solving as salespeople or crisis managers

 Avoid telling people we care, understand, or should be trusted - instead,

demonstrate it by the practices listed here

 Attune our tone of voice and word choices to their emotional state**

 Label emotions to create a safe environment for them to disclose more

 Favor cognitive empathy over the rest

 Be cautious about allowing our emotions to be swayed by theirs; pity is

poison

 Model calmness and curiosity

 Listen actively***

 Adopt a warm, positive regard for the storytelling of others***

 Treat other people as valuable partners with the ability to give or deny

consent at all times

Decision-making is always tied to vision. Bad decisions are often caused by

confusion or mistakes in perception. This is a consequence of incomplete or

distorted discovery. Good discovery gets us in THEIR world and allows them to tell

us about anything they feel safe to disclose.

When we demonstrate competence to discuss their fears and emotions, our

counterparty can take that opportunity to disclose to us and resolve potential

obstacles to a deal. In a sales situation, this is also an opportunity for us to see there

is no deal to be made and then politely fade away.
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Empathy as a Habit
If our only method of communicating empathetically is to say we care and promise

safety, we will fail. If we focus only on feeling like others do, then we risk emotional

contagion and additional obstacles to authentic connection.

When we keep our list of empathy best

practices in mind, we can rehearse and

roleplay to develop robust habits in

listening, discovery, attunement, and the

creation of emotional safety for others.

Some well-meaning people say empathy is

a skill. These advisors are often self-styled negotiation trainers. Watch out! Oblinger

& Tsang clients prefer to think that they can become skilled at helping others decide

we are empathetic through our listening and emotional attunement. In theory, these

seem similar. In practice, there is a huge di�erence.

The Biggest Risk: Empathy Weaponized
Go back and read this entire paper. It’s not that

long. This time, read while adopting the worst

sort of identity: a serial killer, predator, stalker,

charlatan, or fraudster. Sociopaths and

psychopaths alike have an intuitive knack for

mimicking attunement and signaling emotional safety. These bad actors weaponize

empathy and turn caring people into victims.
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The only di�erence between a proper use of emotional communication and an

improper and diabolical twist of empathy is the intention of the empath. So, restrain

yourself as a good negotiator and regularly ask for permission to go deeper in

discovery. Never use someone’s emotional state to short circuit a decision or

agreement. That sort of agreement won’t last. As soon as the emotional catalyst

fades, resentment sets in.

**** cf: T he work of Carl Rogers.

At the same time, be wary of a counterparty skilled at empathetic connection. They

may be a shark who will use your empathy against you. We coach negotiators to

strike the right balance and master their habit in forming empathetic connections

with their partners. We have seen the risks and dangers come to life out in the �eld

and at the table in the boardroom. For this reason, the empathetic guidance for

Oblinger & Tsang coaching clients has always been thus: “Care, but not too much!”

* cf: T he work of Daniel Goleman and Paul Ekman.

** Attunement for negotiators is  art iculated well by William “Bill” Hogewood of Prince George’s  County and
the AT F. He teaches attunement as an ongoing process of s ignaling to our counterparty that we understand
their emotional state and are willing to st ill work with them and respect that emotional state. It  is  s ine qua
non for resolving hostage and cris is  s ieges.

*** Here, act ive listening means the first principles forged by Carl Rogers and then expanded by Bolz  and
Schlossberg, NYPD only to be later codified by the FBI’s  Cris is  Incident Response Group/Cris is  Negotiat ions
Unit .



READY TO HONE
YOUR SKILLS?

Allan Tsang and Dan Oblinger are the principals and founders of
Oblinger & Tsang, the premier consulting and coaching negotiations �rm
in the marketplace today. If you are in sales, executive leadership,
procurement, or professional services and negotiate scope and fee,
then you should make negotiation your craft. That means a hard look at
your own habits in negotiation, listening, and discovery. We coach
professionals to be excellent and resilient negotiators. It also means
taking an honest appraisal of the negotiation capabilities in your
organizational culture. We conduct audits and design and administer
internal negotiations programs. In gratitude for reading this paper,
please email us to book a free 30 minute consultation to o�er your
perspective on the issue and explore some options in being coached!


